Colinton Primary School. P6/7 Home learning grid – Tuesday 21st – Friday 24th April #ConnectingColinton #ColintonStars @ColintonPrimary
Welcome back to our P6/7 home school! We are looking forward to seeing what you complete this week

Mr G & Miss S xo

PS remember you can email us your work to look at if you don’t want to use twitter (see the admin email below!)
Literacy

Numeracy & Maths

Reading
•
Read for at least 20 minutes a day.
•
Complete the “Rainforest” reading comprehension task on class page.

Numeracy
•
Check Sumdog for the Daily Class Competition
•
Complete “Multi-Step Word Problems” on class page. (1, 2 or 3 star available)

Writing
•
Poetry – look at the picture on the next page. Write as many words to
describe it as possible. Use these words to help create a poem.
Spelling
•
New spelling words are on our class page
Talking & Listening
•
To celebrate “THE BIG PEDAL” make notes from this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNbUS6R64Fk and create a timeline
explaining the history of the bicycle.
•
Dinner Time Discussions – Discuss these questions around the dinner table:
What was your favourite ever holiday?
What is the funniest thing that has ever happened to you?
What is your favourite thing about where you live?
Health & Wellbeing
Staying Active
•
Join Joe Wicks at 9am on YouTube for your daily morning workout
•
Take on Mr Guyan’s next twitter challenge.
Yoga
•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dF7O6-QabIo

Mindfulness
•
Find a quiet place and do a ‘5, 4, 3, 2, 1’ mindfulness activity
•
Notice 5 things that you can see, 4 things you can hear, 3 things you can feel,
2 things you can smell and 1 thing you can taste.
•
Do this activity slowly and give each ‘thing’ your full attention

Shape
•
Have a go at the shape activity page. There are enough activities on it to last
you two weeks. (Answers on class page)
Challenge (Answers and method on class page)
A survey was taken to discover the favourite reading genres of a group of children.
The results were:
Mystery – 36; Sci-Fi – 24; Fantasy – 18; History – 12; Biography – 10
What fraction would represent each genre?
Remember to simplify the fraction.
Inter Disciplinary (Topic) and Other Learning
STEM
•
Choose a page in your STEM booklet to complete.
Kindness Calendar
•
Complete the ‘Kindness Calendar’ pages (or make your own) and share your
acts of kindness on Twitter so we can inspire each other.

https://www.redcross.org.uk/get-involved/teaching-resources/kindness-calendar
French
•
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDTcrb0szSo
•
Revise French numbers. Count along with the video, then mute it and see how
far you can count without having to listen. Once confident with this, try to
count to 100 by yourself.

All questions and queries should be directed to: admin@colinton.edin.sch.uk NB: Guidance, activities and ideas to support learning will be uploaded under Class
Pages on our website for children who are also part of a ‘Launch Pad’ Group.

Examples

Literacy - Poems

Villanelle
The old and hungry chimpanzee,
Ready for his lunch,
Sitting under his favourite tree.

He spots something tasty,

Shape

A golden apple with a crunch,
The old and hungry chimpanzee.

Surrounded by his family,
(Who are a greedy bunch)
Sitting under his favourite tree.

He must get the apples sneakily,
To avoid a family brunch,
The old and hungry chimpanzee.

Word bank

Limerick

Haiku

Shiny – juicy –
wise – hot –
weary – relaxed
– hungry –
lethargic – lunch
– balding – old –
plump – glossy glimmering

The old and bald chimpanzee, (7)

Unwind in the heat (5)

Wanted some afternoon tea, (7)

Dark, glossy hair glimmering (7)

He ran out of cake, (5)

Slow, tired, lazy lunch (5)

Had no time to bake, (5)
Apples it would have to be! (7)

He grabs the apples, 1, 2, 3
And turns away with a hunch,
Sitting under his favourite tree.

Better than the finest flea,
The hungry chimp does munch.

The old and hungry chimpanzee.
Sitting under his favourite tree.

Maths - shape

Do these starter activities then star choices

Practise

Copy into your jotter “A regular shape has equal sides and angles.
An irregular shape has different lengths of sides and sizes of
angles.”
regular
irregular

Design

Learn how to make your own tessellations by watching this clip.
You may need to watch it more than once to be sure of the
instructions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBVzoaFi90E

Carefully draw and
name these 4-sided
shapes –
square, rectangle,
kite, parallelogram,
rhombus.

Make your own
tessellation by
copying one of the
designs in the first
box.

Remember to
persevere …you might
not get it right first
time!

3D – Work
out what 3D
shapes the
following nets
make. Then
have a go at
making your
own.

Draw a set of at
least 5 different
quadrilaterals.
*Name each one.
* Write whether
each shape is
regular or
irregular.

Draw and label the following types
of triangle - right angle,
equilateral, isosceles, scalene

Create your own
tessellation by
using more than
one 2D shape –
e.g. a rectangle
and a square or a
hexagon and
triangles…you
choose!
Don’t rush – take
time and think it
out step by step!

Make your own tessellation by
creating your own template.
Watch the you tube clip carefully to
be inspired.
When you make your own template
remember to make sure you tape
the cut-out piece to the opposite
side.

• Cylinder
• Cuboid
• Triangular
prism
• Cube
• Pyramid

